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Abstract—Learning sophisticated feature interactions behind
user behaviors is critical in maximizing CTR for recommender
systems. Despite great progress, existing methods have a strong
bias towards low- or high-order interactions, or rely on expertise
feature engineering. In this paper, we show that it is possible to
derive an end-to-end learning model that emphasizes both low-
and high-order feature interactions. The proposed framework,
DeepFM, combines the power of factorization machines for
recommendation and deep learning for feature learning in a new
neural network architecture. Compared to the latest Wide &
Deep model from Google, DeepFM has a shared raw feature
input to both its “wide” and “deep” components, with no
need of feature engineering besides raw features. DeepFM, as
a general learning framework, can incorporate various network
architectures in its deep component. In this paper, we study
two instances of DeepFM where its “deep” component is DNN
and PNN respectively, for which we denote as DeepFM-D
and DeepFM-P. Comprehensive experiments are conducted to
demonstrate the effectiveness of DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P over
the existing models for CTR prediction, on both benchmark
data and commercial data. We conduct online A/B test in
Huawei App Market, which reveals that DeepFM-D leads to more
than 10% improvement of click-through rate in the production
environment, compared to a well-engineered LR model. We also
covered related practice in deploying our framework in Huawei
App Market.
Index Terms—Recommender System, Deep Learning, Factor-
ization Machines, CTR Prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid development of the Internet and mobiledevices, our daily activities connect closely to online
services, such as online shopping, online news and videos, on-
line social networks, and many more. Recommender systems
are a powerful information filter for guiding users to find the
items of interest in a gigantic and rapidly expanding pool of
candidates. As elaborated in [1], if an IR system’s response to
each query is a ranking of documents in decreasing order of
probability of relevance, the overall effectiveness of the system
to its user will be maximized. With this principle, the predic-
tion of click-through rate (CTR) is crucial for recommender
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systems, where the task is to estimate the probability a user
will click on a recommended item. In many recommender
systems, the goal is to maximize the number of clicks, and
the items returned to a user are ranked by the estimated CTR;
while in other application scenarios such as online advertising
it is also important to improve revenue, so the ranking strategy
can be adjusted accordingly, such as by CTR×bid with “bid”
being the benefit the system receives once the item is clicked.
In either case, the key is in estimating CTR precisely.
It is important for CTR prediction to learn implicit feature
interactions behind user click behaviors. By our study in a
mainstream apps market, we found that people often download
apps for food delivery at meal-time, suggesting that the (order-
2) interaction between app category and time-stamp can be
used as a signal for CTR prediction. As a second observa-
tion, male teenagers like shooting games and RPG games,
which means that the (order-3) interaction of app category,
user gender and age is another signal for CTR prediction.
In general, such interactions of features behind user click
behaviors can be highly sophisticated, where both low- and
high-order feature interactions should play important roles.
According to the insights of the Wide & Deep model [2] from
Google, considering low- and high-order feature interactions
simultaneously brings additional improvement over the cases
of considering either alone.
The key challenge is in effectively modeling feature interac-
tions. Some feature interactions can be easily understood and
engineered by experts (like the instances above). However,
most other feature interactions are hidden in data and difficult
to identify a priori (for instance, the classic association rule
“diaper and beer” is mined from a large amount of data,
instead of being discovered by experts), which can only be
captured automatically by machine learning. Even for easy-to-
understand interactions, it seems unlikely for experts to model
them exhaustively, especially when the number of raw features
is huge.
Despite their simplicity, generalized linear models, such
as FTRL [3], have shown decent performance in practice.
However, a (generalized) linear model lacks the ability to learn
feature interactions, and a common practice is to manually
include pairwise feature interactions in designing its feature
vector. Such a method is hard to generalize to model high-
order feature interactions or those never or rarely appear in
the training data [4]. Factorization Machines (FM) [4] model
pairwise feature interactions as inner product of latent vectors
between features and show very promising results. While in
principle FM can model high-order feature interactions, in
practice usually only order-2 feature interactions are consid-
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Fig. 1: Wide & deep architecture of the DeepFM framework (left). The wide and deep component share the same input raw feature vector,
which enables DeepFM to learn low- and high-order feature interactions simultaneously from the input raw features. The wide component
of DeepFM is an FM layer, which we refer to as FM Component in the paper. The Deep Component of DeepFM can be any neural network.
In this paper, we will study two instances of DeepFM, namely DeepFM-D(top-right) and DeepFM-P (lower-right), the deep components of
which are DNN and PNN respectively.
ered due to high complexity.
As a powerful approach to learning feature representations,
deep neural networks have shown the potential to learn
sophisticated feature interactions automatically. Some ideas
extend CNN and RNN for CTR prediction [5], [6], but CNN-
based models are biased to the interactions between neigh-
boring features while RNN-based models are more suitable
for click data with sequential dependency. [8] studies feature
representations and proposes Factorization-machine supported
Neural Network (FNN). This model pre-trains FM before
applying DNN, thus limited by the capability of FM. Feature
interaction is studied in [9], by introducing a product layer
between embedding layer and fully-connected layers, and
proposing the Product-based Neural Network (PNN). As noted
in [2], PNN and FNN, like other deep models, capture little
low-order feature interactions, which are also essential for
CTR prediction. To model both low- and high-order feature
interactions, [2] proposes an hybrid network structure (Wide
& Deep) that combines a linear (“wide”) model and a deep
model. In this hybrid model, two different inputs are required
for the “wide” part and “deep” part, respectively, and the input
of “wide” part still relies on feature engineering from domain
experts.
One can see that existing models are biased to low- or
high-order feature interactions, or rely on feature engineering.
In this paper, we develop a learning framework that is able
to learn feature interactions of all orders in an end-to-end
manner, without any feature engineering besides raw features.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a new neural network framework DeepFM (left
part of Figure 1) that integrates the architectures of FM
and deep neural networks in a way that models low-order
feature interactions like FM and models high-order feature
interactions like deep neural networks. Unlike the wide &
deep model [2], DeepFM can be trained end-to-end without
any feature engineering. There is no implicit requirement
on the network structure of the “deep” part of DeepFM, so
various deep architectures are plausible1.
• DeepFM can be trained efficiently because its “wide” part
and “deep” part share the same input and also the embedding
vector. In contrast, the input vector to Google’s Wide &
Deep model [2] can be of huge size as it includes manually
designed pairwise feature interactions in its wide part, which
also greatly increases its complexity. Moreover, no expertise
feature engineering is needed in our DeepFM framework,
while it is required in [2], as the performance of linear
models relies heavily on feature engineering. We study
two instances of DeepFM in detail, namely DeepFM-D
and DeepFM-P (see the right part of Figure 1), where the
“deep” part of the DeepFM framework is DNN and PNN,
respectively.
• We evaluate DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P on both benchmark
data and commercial data, which shows consistent improve-
ment over existing models for CTR prediction.
• To investigate whether DeepFM is well suited in a produc-
tion environment as a further exploration of our previous
work [10], we conduct the online A/B test in Huawei
App Market. The results reveal that DeepFM-D model
leads to more than 10% improvement of CTR, compared
to a well-engineered LR model. We also covered our
practice in deploying our framework, such as multi-GPU
data parallelism and asynchronous data reading. Extensive
experiments are conducted to show the effectiveness of our
proposed techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of some related works on recommender
systems. Section III presents our DeepFM framework, as well
as two instances DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P of our frame-
1In all figures of this paper, a Normal Connection in black refers to a
connection with weight to be learned; a Weight-1 Connection, red arrow,
is a connection with weight 1 by default; Embedding, blue dashed arrow,
means a latent vector to be learned; Addition means adding all input together;
Product, including Inner- and Outer-Product, means the output of this unit
is the product of two input vector; Sigmoid Function is used as the output
function in CTR prediction; Activation Functions, such as relu and tanh, are
used for non-linearly transforming the signal;The yellow and blue circles in
the sparse features layer represent one and zero in one-hot encoding of the
input, respectively.
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work. In Section IV, We extensively evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P on benchmark
datasets and commercial dataset, and we conduct online A/B
test in Huawei App Market. Finally, we conclude our work in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review three important categories of mod-
els in recommender systems, namely collaborative filtering
models, linear models and deep learning models.
A. Collaborative Filtering in Recommender Systems
The collaborative filtering (CF)-based models are well stud-
ied for recommender systems from the last decade. The basic
assumption is that users with similar past behaviors will like
the same kind of items, and the items attracting similar users
will share similar ratings from a user. Collaborative filtering
models consist of memory-based and model-based methods.
The memory-based methods directly define the similarities
between pairs of users and pairs of items, which are used
to calculate the ratings of unknown user-item pairs [11].
Although it is easy to implement and explain, there are
several limitations for memory-based methods. For instance,
the similarity values are unreliable when the data is sparse and
the common items are few. As a complementary part, model-
based methods define a model to fit the known user-item
interactions and predict the rating of unknown user-item pairs
using the learned model. The most widely used model-based
model is matrix factorization (MF) [12], [13]. Based on the
low rank assumption and the observed user-item interactions,
MF models characterize both items and users by vectors in
the same space and predict an unknown rating of a user-item
pair relies on the item and user vectors.
Different from CF-based models, the content-based models
rely on user portrait or product information [14]. However,
both CF-based and content-based models have limitations.
While the former does not explicitly incorporate the users’
and items’ feature information, the latter does not necessarily
consider the information in preference similarity across in-
dividuals. Therefore hybrid methods have gained popularity
in recent years. In order to incorporate user-item interaction
information and auxiliary information together, such as text,
temporal information, location information and so on, several
hybrid methods [15], [16], [17] are proposed. By learning side
information and user-item interaction simultaneously, hybrid
methods are able to alleviate cold-start problem and give the
better recommendation.
Above models are not applied in CTR prediction very
often, for reasons such as poor scalability, unsatisfactory
performance on sparse data.
B. Linear Models in Recommender Systems
Because of the robustness and efficiency, generalized Lo-
gistic Regression (LR) models, such as FTRL [3], are widely
used in CTR prediction. To learn feature interactions, a
common practice is to manually include pairwise feature
interactions in its feature vector. The Poly-2 [18] model is
proposed to model all order-2 feature interactions to avoid
feature engineering. Factorization Machines (FM) [4] adopts
a factorization technique to improve the ability of learning
feature interactions when data is very sparse. Recently, to
model interaction features from different fields, the authors
of FFM [19] introduces field information into FM model. LR,
Poly-2 and FM variants are widely used in CTR prediction in
industry. In addition, a few other models are also proposed for
CTR prediction, such as LR+GBDT model [20], tensor based
model [21], and bayesian model [22].
C. Deep Learning in Recommender Systems
Due to the powerful ability of feature learning, deep learning
models have achieved great success in various areas, such as
computer vision [23], natural language processing [24], audio
recognition [25] and gaming [26]. In order to take advantage of
its feature learning ability to enhance recommender systems,
several deep learning models are proposed for recommenda-
tion (e.g., [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [6], [32], [9], [8], [5]).
These works can be divided into CTR-based and rating-based
models.
CTR-based models [9], [8], [5], [6] are already mentioned
in Section I and some of them will be discussed again in
Section III, therefore we omit them here.
There are two kinds of rating-based deep models, CF-based
and hybrid models. The CF-based models, such as [28], [33],
[34], [30], are proposed to improve Collaborative Filtering
via deep learning. For instance, [33] and [28] complete the
rating matrix by auto encoder [35] and restricted boltzmann
machine, respectively. Unlike CF-based models, the hybrid-
based models [36], [29], [32] use deep learning to learn fea-
tures of various domains. Specifically, [31] proposes a recur-
rent recommender system, which is able to capture temporal
information and predict future behavioral trajectories. [32]
utilizes both review information and user-item interactions. For
the purpose of learning better features, [36] designs a novel
end-to-end model to learn features from audio content and
user-item interactions simultaneously to make personalized
recommendations. In order to ease the cold start problem
when recommending new and unpopular songs, [29] adds deep
convolution neural network in the latent factor framework to
learn audio features better.
Several models are proposed in industry. Google develops
a two-stage deep learning framework for YouTube video rec-
ommendation [27]. In order to learn the relationship between
image features and other features, Alibaba proposes an end-to-
end deep model [7], which incorporates convolutional neural
network for learning image features and multi-layer perception
for other features, for CTR prediction. Readers interested in
deep learning models in recommender systems can refer to a
comprehensive survey work [37].
III. OUR APPROACH
Suppose the training data consists of n instances (χ, y),
where χ is an m-fields data record usually involving a pair of
user and item, and y ∈ {0, 1} is the associated label indicating
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user click behaviors (y = 1 means the user clicked the
item, and y = 0 otherwise). χ may include categorical fields
(e.g., gender, location) and continuous fields (e.g., age). Each
categorical field is represented as a one-hot vector, and each
continuous field is represented as the value itself, or a one-hot
vector after discretization. Thus, each instance is converted to
(x, y) where x = [xfield1 , xfield2 , ..., xfiledj , ..., xfieldm ] is a d-
dimensional vector, with xfieldj being the vector representation
of the jth field of χ. Normally, x is high-dimensional and
extremely sparse. The task of CTR prediction is to develop a
prediction model to estimate the probability of a user clicking
a specific item in a given context.
A. DeepFM
To learn both low- and high-order feature interactions, we
propose an end-to-end deep learning framework for CTR pre-
diction, namely Factorization-Machine based neural network
(DeepFM). As depicted in Figure 1, DeepFM consists of two
components, FM Component and Deep Component, that share
the same input. For feature i, a scalar wi is used to weigh
its order-1 importance, a latent vector Vi is used to measure
its impact of interactions with other features. Vi is fed in
FM component to model order-2 feature interactions, and fed
in deep component to model high-order feature interactions.
All parameters, including wi, Vi, and the network parameters
(W (l), b(l) below) are trained jointly for the combined predic-
tion model:
yˆ(x) = sigmoid(yFM(x) + yDeep(x)) (1)
where yˆ(x) ∈ (0, 1) is the predicted CTR, yFM(x) is the
output of FM component, and yDeep(x) is the output of
deep component. We also present two instances of DeepFM
framework in Figure 1, namely DeepFM-D and DeepFM-
P, whose deep component is DNN and PNN, respectively.
The prediction formulae of DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P update
Equation 1 by setting yDeep(x) = yDNN(x) and yDeep(x) =
yPNN(x), respectively. The definitions of yFM(x), yDNN(x)
and yPNN(x) are introduced in the following sections.
...
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Inner Product 
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Normal Connection
Weight-1 Connection
FM Layer
Output Units
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Fig. 2: The architecture of FM.
1) FM Component of DeepFM: The FM component is a
factorization machines, which is proposed in [4] to learn fea-
ture interactions for recommendation. Besides a linear (order-
1) interactions among features, FM models pairwise (order-2)
feature interactions as inner product of respective feature latent
vectors. It can capture order-2 feature interactions much more
effectively than previous approaches (such as LR and Poly-
2 [18]) especially when the data is sparse. For comparison,
we show the prediction models for LR and Poly-2:
yLR(x) = 〈w, x〉+
∑
i,j
wh(i,j)xi · xj, (2)
yPoly−2(x) = 〈w, x〉+
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=i+1
wh(i,j)xi · xj (3)
where yLR and yPoly−2 are the prediction of LR model and
Poly-2 models, and h(i, j) is a function encoding i and j into a
natural number. LR models linear combination of the features
and some order-2 feature interactions that are selected by
experts (i.e., i and j are picked by human). To avoid feature
engineering, Poly-2 chooses to model all possible order-2
feature interactions. In these two approaches, each feature
interaction is assigned with a parameter, so that the number
of parameters in the model is huge. Moreover, the parameter
of an interaction of features i and j can be learned only when
feature i and feature j both appear in a sample.
While in FM, it is measured via the inner product of their
latent vectors Vi and Vj. Thanks to this flexible design, FM
can train latent vector Vi (Vj) whenever i (or j) appears in a
data record. Therefore, feature interactions, which are never
or rarely appeared in the training data, are better learned by
FM. As Figure 2 shows, the output of FM is the summation
of an Addition unit and a number of Inner Product units:
yFM(x) = 〈w, x〉+
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=i+1
〈Vi, Vj〉xi · xj, (4)
where w ∈ Rd and Vi ∈ Rk (k is given)2. The Addition unit
(〈w, x〉) reflects the importance of order-1 features, and the
Inner Product units represent the impact of order-2 feature
interactions. As presented in Equation 1, the output of FM
component yFM(x) is part of the final CTR prediction.
2) Deep Component of DeepFM: The deep component is
a feed-forward neural network, which is used to learn high-
order feature interactions. A data record (a vector) is fed
into the neural network. Compared to neural networks with
image [23] or audio [25] data as input, which is purely
continuous and dense, the input of CTR prediction is quite
different, which requires a new network architecture design.
Specifically, the raw feature input vector for CTR prediction is
usually highly sparse3, super high-dimensional4, categorical-
continuous-mixed, and grouped in fields (e.g., gender, location,
age). This suggests an embedding layer to compress the
input vector to a low-dimensional, dense real-value vector
before further feeding into the first hidden layer, otherwise
the network can be overwhelming to train.
Figure 3 highlights the network structure from the input
layer to the embedding layer. We would like to point out two
2We omit a constant offset for simplicity.
3Only one entry is non-zero for each field vector.
4E.g., in an app store of billion users, the one field vector for user ID is
already of billion dimensions.
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Fig. 3: The structure of the embedding layer.
interesting designs of this network structure: 1) while input
field vectors can be of different sizes, their embeddings are
of the same size (k); 2) the latent feature vectors (V ) in FM
now serve as network weights which are learned and used to
compress the input field vectors to the embedding vectors. In
[8], V is pre-trained by FM and used as initialization. In this
work, rather than using the latent feature vectors of FM to
initialize the networks as in [8], we include the FM model as
part of our overall learning architecture. As such, we eliminate
the need of pre-training by FM and instead jointly train the
entire network in an end-to-end manner.
Denote the output of the embedding layer as:
a(0) = [e1, e2, ..., em], (5)
ei = Vfieldi · xfieldi , (6)
where ei is the embedding of the i-th field, m is the number of
fields, Vfieldi is the parameters between the embedding layer
and the input layer of the ith field (as shown in Figure 3),
xfieldi is the one-hot vector of the i
th field raw input data.
It is worth pointing out that FM component and deep
component share the same feature embedding, which brings
two important benefits: 1) it learns both low- and high-order
feature interactions from raw features; 2) there is no need
for expertise feature engineering of the input, as required in
Google Wide & Deep model [2].
Note that in the proposed DeepFM framework, there is no
implicit requirement on the network structure of the deep
component. In this section, we show only a general deep
component of DeepFM. In the next sections, we will present
in detail the network structure of the deep component of two
instances of the DeepFM framework, called DeepFM-D and
DeepFM-P.
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Fig. 4: The architecture of the deep component of DeepFM-D.
3) Deep Component of DeepFM-D Model: The deep com-
ponent of DeepFM-D is a fully-connected deep neural network
(DNN, or equivalently Multilayer Perceptron). The structure
of DNN is presented in Figure 4.
In such network structure, output of the embedding layer
a(0) is fed into the deep neural network, and the forward
process is:
a(l+1) = σ(W (l) · a(l) + b(l)), (7)
where l is the layer depth and σ is an activation function. a(l),
W (l), b(l) are the output, model weight, and bias of the l-th
layer, respectively. After going through several hidden layers,
a dense real-value feature vector is generated as,
yDNN(x) =W
|H|+1 · a|H| + b|H|+1, (8)
where |H| is the number of hidden layers. This feature vector
yDNN(x) is finally fed into the sigmoid function for CTR
prediction, as described in Equation 1.
4) Deep Component of DeepFM-P Model: The deep com-
ponent of DeepFM-P is a product based neural network
(PNN) [9]. As presented in [9], there are three variants of PNN
models, i.e., IPNN, OPNN, PNN∗. PNN introduces a product
layer between the embedding layer and the first hidden layer
(the middle part of Figure 8). The three variants differ from
each other in defining different product operations between
features as feature interactions. More specifically, IPNN uses
inner product, OPNN uses outer product, and PNN∗ uses both
inner and outer product. The details of three PNN variants are
presented as follows.
In the product layer of PNN model (the middle part of
Figure 8), it consists of two parts: linear neurons (right part
of the layer) and quadratic neurons (“product symbol” in the
left part of the layer). Linear neurons are the concentration of
the embedding vectors of all fields, while quadratic neurons
are the products of embedding vectors from a pair of fields.
The output unit of the first hidden layer is
a(1) = σ(W
(0)
linear · z +W (0)quadratic · p+ b(0)). (9)
In Equation 9, z = a(0) = [e1, e2, ..., em] is the out-
put vector of linear neurons in the product layer, which
is embedding vectors of different fields themselves. p =
{g(ei, ej)} (i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [i + 1,m], j > i) is the output vector
of quadratic neurons, which includes the interactions between
any two embedding vectors ei and ej. W
(0)
linear,W
(0)
quadratic are
parameters between the product layer and the first hidden layer
connecting to linear neurons and quadratic neurons respec-
tively. The three variants of PNN define function g differently:
IPNN and OPNN define g to be the inner product and outer
product of two vectors respectively, while PNN∗ considers
both inner and outer product. Finally, going through several
fully-connected hidden layers (as defined in Equation 7),
yPNN(x) has a similar output value as yDNN(x) (as defined
in Equation 8).
B. Practical Issues
1) Learning:
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• Objective function: In the domain of CTR prediction, the
most commonly used objective function is Logloss, which is
equivalent to the K-L divergence between two distributions:
e(x, y) = −(y·log(yˆ(x))+(1−y)·(1−log(1−yˆ(x)))) (10)
E =
∑
(x,y)∈T
e(x, y) (11)
where (x, y) is a data instance, x is the feature vector and y
is the label, yˆ(x) is the prediction of the instance x, e(x, y)
is the Logloss of (x, y), and E is the Logloss of dataset T .
• Overfitting: In machine learning, one important issue is to
prevent overfitting. An overfit model has poor performance
since it overreacts to the given training data. The authors
of [38] state that FM may suffer from overfitting and thus
they utilize L2-norm to regularize the objective function. On
the other hand, as a complicated model, neural networks are
also easy to overfit. The authors of [39] propose a simple
strategy to prevent neural networks from overfitting, which
is known as dropout. Therefore, in our DeepFM framework,
we adopt L2-norm to regularize the FM component and
adopt dropout for the deep component.
2) Accelerating Strategy:
• Multi-GPU Architecture: In real applications, the amount
of training data is so huge that the training process has
to take a long time. For the purpose of accelerating this
process, we utilize the multi-GPU data parallelism when
deploying DeepFM in the production environment (as pre-
sented in Figrue 5). At first, we split a batch of data
records into Num_GPU pieces (Num_GPU is the number
of GPU cards) and feed each piece into different GPU
cards simultaneously. Then, the gradient of data records
in different pieces is computed by individual GPU card.
After that, the gradient is collected and averaged. Finally,
the model parameters are updated by the averaged gradient.
Loading data, 
pre-processing 
Feeding data 
into the model
Calculating the 
gradient by each 
GPU card
Calculating the 
gradient by single 
GPU
Parameter updating 
by gradient
Parameter updating 
by the average 
gradient
Gradient 
collection
Average gradient 
If the number of 
instance is exceeding a 
specific number?
No
Yes
Single-GPU
Multi-GPUs
Fig. 5: The Multi-GPU architecture.
We evaluate the effectiveness of multi-GPU data parallelism
for DeepFM-D model on Company∗ data set, and the test
curves of AUC and Logloss related with different settings
are shown in Figure 6. Specifically, the batch size bs of
different settings are same, the learning rate lr of 1GPU,
4GPU and 4GPU-A are 0.0001, 0.0001 and 0.0001×√4,
respectively. Compared with 1GPU, the test curves of 4GPU
indicate that the training process of 4GPU is slower. It is
because the number of updates of 4GPU is only a quarter
of 1GPU when adopting same bs. As a result, it converges
Fig. 6: Performance comparison of multi-GPU data parallelism for
DeepFM-D. Note: 1GPU means single GPU; 4GPU means 4 GPUs;
4GPU-A means 4 GPUs with adjusted lr.
slower than 1GPU if we set same lr. In fact, the variance
of the gradient in a mini-batch can be denoted as following,
V ar(g) = V ar(
1
bs
bs∑
i=1
g(xi, yi)) =
1
bs
V ar(g(x1, y1)),
where g(xi, yi) is the gradient of a randomly selected
instance. The reason for the second equal sign is that the
variance of the gradient related to the randomly selected
instances is equal to each other [40]. So the variance of
the gradient decreases bs times when we increase the batch
size by bs times. In other word, the gradient becomes more
accurate. Then we can increase lr to accelerate the training
process. Add lr into the equation of the gradient’s variance:
1
bs
V ar(
√
bs× lr × g(x1, y1)) = V ar(lr × g(x1, y1)).
Therefore, when using 4 GPU cards, we can increase the
value of lr by
√
4 times. As a result, the learning curve of
4GPU-A in Figure 6 is similar as that of 1GPU.
…
…
…
…Normal
Multi-GPUs
Stream data 
reading
Stream model 
computing
Loading Data Model Computing
Time
Fig. 7: The comparison of different strategies for loading data.
• Asynchronous Data Reading: Training a neural network
is usually in a mini-batch style, in which a mini-batch of
data records (e.g., several thousand) are read and fed into
the neural network, and then model parameters are updated
in a forward-backward way. There are two possible ways
to handle data reading and model updating: sequential and
parallel, as shown in Figure 7. In the sequential approach,
data reading and model updating are processed interleaved
and sequentially, i.e., model updating starts when the current
mini-batch of data is read and fed, and the next mini-batch
of data will not be read until the model finishes updating
with the current mini-batch of data. Obviously, this is not an
efficient way. We propose a parallel manner to handle data
reading and model updating, namely, asynchronous data
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reading. A thread is created to read the data records regard-
less of the model updating, so that the model parameters
keep updating without interrupted by reading data.
• Efficiency Validation Experiment:
As shown in Table I, we record the speed up rate5 of the
4GPU over 1GPU data parallelism, asynchronous (Asyn)
over synchronous (Syn) data reading of DeepFM models
on Company∗ and Criteo data sets. We omit the validation
result on Criteo-Sequential data set, since Criteo-Sequential
and Criteo-Random come from the same original data set
with different splitting strategies.
TABLE I: Speed up rate for DeepFM-D model.
Company∗ Criteo-Random
4GPU over 1GPU 2.25 X 2.15 X
Asyn over Syn 1.12 X 1.19 X
C. Relationship with Other Neural Networks
Inspired by the enormous success of deep learning in
various applications, several deep models for CTR prediction
are developed recently. This section compares the proposed
DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P models with existing deep models
for CTR prediction.
1) FNN: As Figure 8 (left) shows, FNN is an FM-initialized
feed-forward neural network [8]. The FM pre-training strategy
results in two limitations: 1) the embedding parameters might
be over affected by FM; 2) the efficiency is reduced by the
overhead introduced by the pre-training stage. In addition,
FNN captures only high-order feature interactions. In contrast,
DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P models need no pre-training and
learn both high- and low-order feature interactions in an end-
to-end manner.
There is a detailed issue about embedding vectors among
different models that needs to be metioned. As shown in Figure
1 of [8], each embedding vector of a field includes both latent
vector V of this field and an additional neuron representing
the weights of the feature values in this field. In other words,
if the dimension of latent vectors in FM is k, then the latent
vectors are of size k+1 in FNN. In our experiments, in order
to keep the same representation ability, PNN and Wide & Deep
use the same size of embedding vectors as FNN. On the other
side, DeepFM models have an FM component to model the
weights of individual feature values, therefore there is no need
to include an additional neuron in the embedding vector as
FNN does. Due to this reason, the size of embedding vectors
in DeepFM models is smaller than that in FNN by one.
2) PNN: For the purpose of capturing high-order feature
interactions, PNN imposes a product layer between the em-
bedding layer and the first hidden layer [9]. According to
different types of product operations, there are three variants:
IPNN, OPNN, and PNN∗, where IPNN is based on inner
product of vectors, OPNN is based on outer product, and
PNN∗ is based on both inner and outer products. To make
5In this paper, we define the speed up rate of strategy A over strategy B to
be the processing time of strategy B divided by the process time of strategy
A.
TABLE II: Comparison of deep models for CTR prediction.
No High-order Low-order No Feature
Pre-training Features Features Engineering
FNN × √ × √
PNN
√ √ × √
Wide & Deep
√ √ √ ×
DeepFM-D (P)
√ √ √ √
the computation more efficient, the authors proposed the
approximated computations of both inner and outer products:
1) the inner product is approximately computed by eliminating
some neurons; 2) the outer product is approximately computed
by compressing m k-dimensional feature vectors to one k-
dimensional vector. However, we find that the outer product
is less reliable than the inner product, since the approximated
computation of outer product loses much information that
makes the result unstable. Although inner product is more
reliable, it still suffers from high computational complexity,
because the output of the product layer is connected to all
neurons of the first hidden layer. Like FNN, all PNNs ignore
low-order feature interactions.
3) Wide & Deep: Wide & Deep (Figure 8 (right)) is
proposed by Google to model low- and high-order feature
interactions simultaneously. As shown in [2], there is a need
for expertise feature engineering on the input to the “wide”
part (for instance, cross-product of users’ install apps and im-
pression apps in app recommendation). In contrast, DeepFM-D
and DeepFM-P need no such expertise knowledge to handle
the input by learning directly from the input raw features.
A straightforward extension to this model is replacing LR
by FM (we also evaluate this extension in Section IV). This
extension is similar to DeepFM-D, but DeepFM framework
shares the feature embedding between the FM component and
deep component. The sharing strategy of feature embedding
influences (in back-propagate manner) the feature representa-
tion by both low- and high-order feature interactions, which
models the representation more precisely.
4) Summarizations: To summarize, the relationship be-
tween DeepFM framework and the other deep models in four
aspects is presented in Table II. DeepFM is the only framework
that requires no pre-training and no feature engineering, and
captures both low- and high-order feature interactions.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct both offline and online experi-
ments to evaluate our proposed DeepFM framework.
In the offline experiments, we compare two instances of
our proposed DeepFM framework (namely, DeepFM-D and
DeepFM-P) with the other state-of-the-art models empirically.
The evaluation result indicates that DeepFM-D and DeepFM-
P are more effective than any other state-of-the-art model.
The efficiency tests of DeepFM-D, DeepFM-P and the other
baseline models are also performed.
In the online experiments, we conduct a consecutive seven
days’ A/B test to evaluate the performance of DeepFM frame-
work. In these DeepFM models, DeepFM-D has a relative bet-
ter efficiency and performance. Therefore, we adopt DeepFM-
D as our model to compare with a well-engineered LR model,
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Fig. 8: The architectures of existing deep models for CTR prediction: FNN, PNN, Wide & Deep Model.
which is one of the most popular CTR prediction model in
industry. In addition, to understand the result of A/B test better,
we compare the recommendation lists generated by LR and
DeepFM-D through the online simulation experiment.
A. Setup of Offline Experiments
1) Data sets: We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P models on the following
three data sets.
• Criteo Data set: Criteo data set6 includes 45 million users’
click records. There are 13 continuous features and 26
categorical ones. We split the data set in two different ways:
randomly and sequentially, resulting in Criteo-Random and
Criteo-Sequential. To get Criteo-Random data set, the origi-
nal Criteo data set is randomly split into two parts as: 9/10 is
for training, while the rest 1/10 is for testing. To get Criteo-
Sequential data set, the original data set is split sequentially
as: the first 6/7 is for training, while the rest 1/7 is for
testing, as the original data set consists of data instances of 7
consecutive days. In Criteo-Sequential data set, information
is not leaked, however data is significantly biased between
training set and test set, as training set contains only six
days’ records instead of one week’s records. On the contrary,
in Criteo-Random data set, information may be leaked but
it is not significant biased between training set and test set.
• Company∗ Data set: Company∗ data set is a commercial
industrial data set. We collect 8 consecutive days of users’
click records from the game center of the Company∗ App
Store: the first 7 days’ records for training, and the next 1
day’s records for testing. There are around 1 billion records
in the whole collected dataset. In this dataset, there are app
features (e.g., identification, category, and etc), user features
(e.g., user’s downloaded apps, and etc), and context features
(e.g., operation time, and etc).
2) Evaluation Metrics: We use two evaluation metrics in
our experiments: AUC (Area Under ROC Curve) and Logloss
(Logistic loss).
AUC and Logloss are two of the most commonly used
evaluation metrics for binary-class classification problem. For
such machine learning models of binary-class classification,
the prediction is a probability value that the given data record
6http://labs.criteo.com/downloads/2014-kaggle-display-advertising-
challenge-dataset/
belongs to a certain class. AUC and Logloss are more suitable
than precision and recall, it is because that when computing
precision and recall, a user-defined threshold is needed to
convert a probability value to a class label and the choice of
the threshold value affects the accuracy and recall significantly.
However, AUC and Logloss avoid such user-defined threshold
values.
AUC is equal to the probability that a classifier will rank
a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly
chosen negative one (assuming positive ranks higher than neg-
ative) [41]. Logloss (or Cross Entropy) measures the distance
between two distributions, one of which is predicted by the
model while the other is given by the labels of the data
instances. Note that Logloss is the objective function of our
proposed model at the same time. The formula of Logloss is
presented in Equation 11.
3) Model Comparison: In our experiment, we compare
the performance of 12 models, which are divided into four
categories: Wide models, Deep models, Wide & Deep models
and DeepFM models.
• Wide models: LR, FM.
• Deep models: DNN, FNN, PNN. There are three variants
of PNN, namely IPNN, OPNN and PNN∗.
• Wide & Deep models: The original Wide & Deep model is
discussed in Section III-C. For the purpose of eliminating
feature engineering effort, we adapt the original Wide &
Deep model by replacing LR by FM as the wide part. In
order to distinguish these two variants of Wide & Deep, we
name them LR & DNN and FM & DNN, respectively.7
• DeepFM models: DeepFM-D and DeepFM-P. Our
DeepFM-P also has three variants, denoted as DeepFM-
IP, DeepFM-OP and DeepFM-∗P, of which the deep
components are the three variants of PNN accordingly.
4) Parameter Settings: To achieve the best performance for
each individual model on Criteo-Random, Criteo-Sequential
and Company∗ data sets, we conducted carefully parameter
study on all the data sets. Due to the space limit, we only
discuss the parameter study on Company∗ data set, which is
presented in Section IV-C. The hyper-parameters of compared
deep models on Criteo-Sequential and Criteo-Random data
sets are stated in Table III, where the activation function,
7We do not use the Wide & Deep API released by Google, as the efficiency
of that implementation is very low. We implement Wide & Deep by ourselves
by simplifying it with shared optimizer for both deep and wide part.
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TABLE III: Hyper-parameters of deep models on Criteo.
Model Criteo-Random Criteo-Sequential
DNN relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.8;800-800-800-800-800.
FNN relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.9;1100-1000-900-800-700-600-500.
IPNN tanh;0.5;400-400-400. tanh;0.8;800-800-800.
OPNN relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.9;800-800-800-800-800.
PNN∗ relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.8;800-800-800-800-800.
LR & DNN relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;1.0;1100-1000-900-800-700-600-500.
FM & DNN relu;0.5;400-400-400. tanh;0.7;1000-900-800-700-600.
DeepFM-D relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.9;800-800-800-800-800-800-800.
DeepFM-IP relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.8;800-800-800.
DeepFM-OP relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.9;800-800-800-800-800.
DeepFM-∗p relu;0.5;400-400-400. relu;0.8;800-800-800-800-800.
dropout and structure of hidden layers are given. The optimizer
for LR and others are FTRL [3] and Adam [42], respectively.
The embedding dimensions of FM and DeepFM models are
10, and others are 11 (discussed in Section III-C). Note that
hyper-parameters of baseline models on Criteo-Random data
set follow the setting in [9], and we keep the deep components
of DeepFM models with the same setting to validate the
superiority of our models.
B. Performance of Offline Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness
of the models listed in Section IV-A3 on the three data sets.
1) Efficiency Comparison: The efficiency of deep learning
models is important to real-world applications. We compare
the efficiency of different models on Company∗ data set by
the following formula: |training time of deep CTR model||training time of LR| , which
is the normalized running time by LR model. The results are
shown in Figure 9, including the tests on CPU and GPU, where
we have the following observations:
• Pre-training of FNN makes it less efficient, especially on
GPU, since the pre-training by FM model is not suitable
for accelerating by GPU.
• IPNN, PNN∗, DeepFM-IP and DeepFM-∗P are the least
efficient models, on both CPU and GPU. Although their
speed up on GPU is higher than the other models, they
are still computationally expensive because of the inefficient
inner product operations.
• DNN and OPNN are the most efficient models, on both CPU
and GPU. Testing on GPU shows a much more obvious gap
between these two models and other models.
• FNN, FM & DNN, LR & DNN, DeepFM-D and DeepFM-
OP have similar efficiency on both CPU and GPU.
In real industry applications, we are equipped by pow-
erful servers with GPUs. The efficiency of DeepFM-D and
DeepFM-OP is acceptable for us, since they are only 41%
and 14% slower than LR model on GPU.
2) Effectiveness Comparison: The performance (in terms of
AUC and Logloss) of the compared models on Criteo-Random
data set, Criteo-Sequential data set and Company∗ data set is
presented in Table IV (the values in the table are averaged by
5 runs, and the variances of AUC and Logloss are in the order
of 10−5). The following conclusions are observed:
• Learning feature interactions improves the performance. LR,
the only model that does not consider feature interactions,
performs worse than the other models. As the best models,
Fig. 9: Running time comparison between CPU and GPU.
DeepFM models outperform LR by 0.91%, 2.75% and
3.48% in terms of AUC (1.21%, 3.89% and 6.2% in terms
of Logloss) on Company∗, Criteo-Random and Criteo-
Sequential data sets respectively.
• The performance of a DeepFM model is better than the
model that keeps only the FM component or keeps only
the Deep component. That is to say, the performance of
DeepFM-D (DeepFM-IP, DeepFM-OP, DeepFM-∗P, respec-
tively) is better than both FM and DNN (IPNN, OPNN,
PNN∗, respectively). Table V presents performance im-
provement of the four DeepFM models over FM component
and their deep components on the three data sets.
• Learning high- and low-order feature interactions simulta-
neously and properly improves the performance. Among
DeepFM models, DeepFM-D and DeepFM-IP perform the
best. DeepFM-D and DeepFM-IP outperform the models
that learn only low-order feature interactions (namely, LR
and FM) or high-order feature interactions (namely, FNN,
IPNN, OPNN, PNN∗). Compared with the best baseline
that learns high- or low-order feature interactions alone,
DeepFM-D and DeepFM-IP achieve more than 0.41%,
0.45% and 0.12% in terms of AUC (0.46%, 0.82% and
0.22% in terms of Logloss) on Company∗, Criteo-Random
and Criteo-Sequential data sets.
• Learning high- and low-order feature interactions simul-
taneously while sharing the same feature embedding for
high- and low-order feature interactions learning improves
the performance. DeepFM-D outperforms the models that
learn high- and low-order feature interactions using separate
feature embeddings (namely, LR & DNN and FM & DNN).
DeepFM-D achieves more than 0.48%, 0.44% and 0.79% in
terms of AUC (0.58%, 0.80% and 1.2% in terms of Logloss)
on Company∗, Criteo-Random and Criteo-Sequential data
sets, respectively.
Overall, our proposed four DeepFM models perform better
than the baseline models in all the cases. In particular, our
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TABLE IV: Performance (in terms of AUC and Logloss) of all the compared models.
AUC LogLoss
Company∗ Criteo-Random Criteo-Sequential Company∗ Criteo-Random Criteo-Sequential
LR 0.8641 0.7804 0.7777 0.02648 0.46782 0.4794
FM 0.8679 0.7894 0.7843 0.02632 0.46059 0.4739
DNN 0.8650 0.7860 0.7953 0.02643 0.4697 0.4580
FNN 0.8684 0.7959 0.8038 0.02628 0.46350 0.4507
IPNN 0.8662 0.7971 0.7995 0.02639 0.45347 0.4543
OPNN 0.8657 0.7981 0.8002 0.02640 0.45293 0.4536
PNN∗ 0.8663 0.7983 0.8005 0.02638 0.453305 0.4533
LR & DNN 0.8671 0.7858 0.7973 0.02635 0.46596 0.4565
FM & DNN 0.8658 0.7980 0.7985 0.02639 0.45343 0.4551
DeepFM-D 0.8715 0.8016 0.8048 0.02619 0.44985 0.4497
DeepFM-IP 0.8720 0.8019 0.8019 0.02616 0.4496 0.4525
DeepFM-OP 0.8713 0.8008 0.8020 0.02619 0.4510 0.4524
DeepFM-∗P 0.8716 0.7995 0.8015 0.02619 0.4515 0.4530
TABLE V: The imporvement of DeepFM models over its wide component (namely FM model) and deep component.
Wide Deep
DeepFM-D DeepFM-IP DeepFM-OP DeepFM-∗P DeepFM-D DeepFM-IP DeepFM-OP DeepFM-∗P
Company∗ AUC 0.4% 0.47% 0.39% 0.43% 0.75% 0.67% 0.65% 0.61%LogLoss 0.49% 0.61% 0.49% 0.49% 0.91% 0.87% 0.80% 0.72%
Criteo-Random AUC 1.54% 1.58% 1.44% 1.28% 1.98% 0.60% 0.34% 0.15%LogLoss 2.33% 2.39% 2.08% 1.97% 4.22% 0.85% 0.43% 0.40%
Criteo-Sequential AUC 2.61% 2.24% 2.26% 2.19% 1.19% 0.30% 0.22% 0.12%LogLoss 5.1% 4.52% 4.54% 4.41% 1.81% 0.40% 0.26% 0.07%
proposed DeepFM-D8 model beats the competitors by more
than 0.36% and 0.34% in terms of AUC and Logloss on
Company∗ data set. In fact, a small improvement in offline
AUC evaluation is likely to lead to a significant increase in
online CTR. As reported in [2], compared with LR, Wide &
Deep improves AUC by 0.275% (offline) and the improvement
of online CTR is 3.9%. Moreover, we also conduct t-test be-
tween our proposed DeepFM models and the baseline models
on the three data sets. We find that the p-values are all less
than 10−6, which indicates that our improvement over existing
models is significant.
C. Offline Hyper-Parameter Study
We study the impact of different hyper-parameters of dif-
ferent deep models, on Company∗ dataset. The order is: 1)
activation functions; 2) dropout rate; 3) number of neurons
per layer; 4) number of hidden layers; 5) network shape. It
can be clearly observed from the following sections that our
proposed DeepFM models are significantly superior, compared
with the baseline models, in all the studied cases.
1) Activation Function: According to [9], relu and tanh
are more suitable for deep models than sigmoid. The detailed
discussion of different activation functions is presented in
Section III-B. In this paper, we compare the performance of
deep models when applying relu and tanh as the activation
function. As shown in Figure 10, relu is more appropriate
than tanh for all the deep models, except for IPNN, due to the
reason stated in Section III-B.
8Although DeepFM-IP performs slightly better than DeepFM-D on
Company∗ dataset, we will still choose DeepFM-D in our real scenario to
avoid the high time complexity of DeepFM-IP.
Fig. 10: Performance comparison of activation functions in different
models.
2) Dropout: Dropout [39] refers to the probability that a
neuron is kept in the network. Dropout is a regularization
technique to compromise the precision and the complexity of
the neural network. We set the dropout to be 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7,
0.6, 0.5. As shown in Figure 11, all the models are able to
reach their own best performance when the dropout is properly
set (from 0.6 to 0.9). The result shows that adding reasonable
randomness to model can strengthen model’s robustness and
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generalization.
Fig. 11: Performance comparison of dropout values in different
models.
3) Number of Neurons per Layer: When other factors
remain the same, increasing the number of neurons per layer
introduces complexity. When we study the effect of number
of neurons per layer on the performance, we set the number of
hidden layers to 3 and keep the number of neurons the same for
each hidden layer. As observed from Figure 12, increasing the
number of neurons does not always bring benefit. For instance,
DeepFM-D performs stably when the number of neurons
per layer is increased from 400 to 800; even worse, OPNN
performs worse when we increase the number of neurons from
400 to 800. This is because an over-complicated model is easy
to overfit. In our dataset, 200 or 400 neurons per layer is a
good choice.
Fig. 12: Performance comparison of number of neurons.
4) Number of Hidden Layers: Varying the number of
hidden layers, the number of neurons for each hidden layer
is fixed. As presented in Figure 13, increasing the number of
hidden layers improves the model performance at the begin-
ning, however, their performance is degraded if the number of
hidden layers keeps increasing, because of overfitting.
Fig. 13: Performance comparison of number of layers in different
models.
5) Network Shape: We test four different network shapes:
constant, increasing, decreasing, and diamond. When we
change the network shape, we fix the number of hidden layers
and the total number of neurons. For instance, when the
number of hidden layers is 3 and the total number of neurons
is 600, then four different shapes are: constant (200-200-200),
increasing (100-200-300), decreasing (300-200-100), and di-
amond (150-300-150). As we can see from Figure 14, the
“constant” network shape is empirically better than the other
three options, which is consistent with previous studies [43].
Fig. 14: Performance comparison of network shape in different
models.
D. Online Experiments
According to the results of the offline experiments on
Criteo-sequential, Criteo-random and Company∗ datasets, the
DeepFM models have shown their superior effectiveness over
the other existing models in terms of AUC and Logloss.
In order to verify the superior of DeepFM in a production
environment, we implement and deploy DeepFM-D in the
recommendation engine of Huawei App Market, which is one
of the most popular Android App Markets in China.
Furthermore, we conduct two kinds of experiments to reveal
the discriminative power of DeepFM-D compared to LR
model, in CTR prediction task.
• A/B test: Besides offline evaluation, it is more valuable
to verify that whether DeepFM-D is able to perform its
superiority as well in the real production environment of
Huawei App Market. Therefore we conduct a consecutive
seven days’ A/B test, to test the performance of DeepFM-D,
against a well-engineered LR model.
• Online simulation: From a model perspective, compared
with LR, DeepFM-D is able to capture high-order feature in-
teractions, resulting in highly personalized recommendation.
We aim to verify this statement with an online simulation,
by analyzing the difference between recommendation results
generated by DeepFM-D and LR.
In the following of this section, we give a brief description
of the experiment settings in Section IV-D1, then we present
the results of online A/B test and online simulation in Sec-
tion IV-D2 and Section IV-D3, respectively.
1) Setting: In this section, we present the settings of A/B
test and online simulation, including the experiment set up and
evaluation metrics.
• A/B test: Considering the project launching schedule, we
split the users into 2 groups, one group receives the
recommendation by an LR model, which is one of the
most popular CTR prediction model in industry; the other
one gets the recommendation by DeepFM-D. The update
frequencies of DeepFM and LR models are both on the daily
basis. The A/B test is conducted on “fun games” scenario
in Huawei App Market. There are hundreds of millions of
real users in Huawei App Market from whom consent has
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been acquired. After online A/B test in consecutive seven
days, we collect the number of browsing and downloading
records for both user groups in each day. We use CTR (Click
Through Rate) and CVR (ConVersion Rate) as evaluation
metrics:
CTR =
]downloads
]impressions
, (12)
CV R =
]downloads
]users
, (13)
where ]downloads is the number of download records,
]impressions is the number of browsing records, and ]users
is the number of visited users.
• Online simulation: Online simulation analyzes the proper-
ties of recommendation lists generated by LR and DeepFM-
D. In order to study the difference between the recommen-
dation results by LR and DeepFM-D in terms of person-
alization and diversity, we compare the cases for different
types of users. Differentiated by users’ downloading history,
we generate t = 6 types of users, and each type includes
n = 100 users. The user set is denoted as U = {Uij}, where
Uij represents the jth user of ith type and Ui represents
all the users of type i. A user of type i is generated by
sampling several apps of type i as the user’s downloading
history. Then for user set U , we use the trained LR model
(and DeepFM-D model) to generate recommendation list
R, where R = {R11, ..., Rtn} and Rij is for user Uij.
Based on the recommendation lists, we adopt personaliza-
tion@L [44], coverage@L and popularity@L [45] as the
evaluation metrics to investigate the differences between LR
and DeepFM-D model.
– The personalization@L considers the diversity of Top-L
places in different users’ recommendation lists. We define
the inter-list distance between recommendation lists of
user a and user b as
hab = 1− qab(L)
L
, (14)
where qab(L) is the common items in the Top-L places
of both lists. The inter-group distance between recom-
mendation lists of user group Ui and Uj is defined as the
aggregated inter-list distances between the users across
Ui and Uj, as
hUiUj =
1
|Ui| × |Uj|
∑
a∈Ui
∑
b∈Uj
hab, (15)
where |Ui| is cardinality of user group Ui. Finally, the
personalization of recommendation lists by a model is
defined as aggregated inter-group distances between all
pairs of user groups, as
h =
2
t× (t− 1)
t∑
i=1
t∑
j=i+1
hUiUj . (16)
– The coverage@L considers the percentage of recom-
mended apps in Top-L places of all the users’ recom-
mendation lists over all the candidate apps.
coverage@L =
|⋃i∈[1,t],j∈[1,n]Rij(L)|
|candidate apps| , (17)
where Rij(L) is the recommended apps in Top-L places
in Rij.
– In addition, we also measure the popularity@L, which
is defined as:
popularity@L =
1
t× n× L
∑
i∈[1,t],j∈[1,n]
∑
k∈Rij(L)
Dk
Dmax
,
(18)
where Dk is the number of historical cumulative down-
loads of the recommended app k in Rij(L), Dmax is the
number of historical cumulative downloads of the most
downloaded app.
2) Performance of Online Experiments: In this section, we
present the results of online A/B test. Because of commercial
concerns, we only report the improvements of DeepFM-D
over LR in terms of CTR and CVR, as shown in Figure 15.
The x-axis represents different days, and the y-axis is the
improvement of DeepFM-D over LR. Note that the blue bar
with slash line represents the improvement of CTR, while
the red bar with horizonal line represents the improvement
of CVR.
The histograms shows that the performance of DeepFM-D
is consistently better than LR, through the whole A/B testing
period. Specifically, the improvements of DeepFM-D over LR
are at least 10% in terms of CTR and CVR, except for the
CVR on day-7 (which is still very close to 10%). In addition,
the highest improvement of CTR reaches about 24% on the
day-4 and the maximum of CVR improvement is about 25%
on day-1. The online A/B test results reveal that DeepFM-D
leads to a higher CTR and CVR over LR in a recommendation
engine of industry scale.
Fig. 15: The online CTR and CVR improvement of DeepFM-D over
LR.
3) The Property of Online Recommendations: To better
understand the results of the online experiments, we conduct
online simulation experiments and make a comparison of
personalization@L, coverage@L and popularity@L (L =
{5, 10, 20}) between the recommendation lists by LR and
DeepFM-D. The results are presented in Figure 16, Figure 17
and Figure 18, respectively. In these three figures, the blue bar
with slash line and the red bar with horizonal line represent the
measurement of recommendation lists by LR and DeepFM-D,
respectively.
As shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17, the personaliza-
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tion@L and coverage@L of recommendation lists generated
by DeepFM-D are much larger than that of LR. The person-
alization@L is the aggregated inter-group distance between
recommendation lists of different user groups, therefore a
low personalization@L means Top-L places in the recommen-
dation lists of different users are similar. The coverage@L
has similar semantics as the personalization@L. When cov-
erage@L is low, the Top-L places in the recommendation
lists concentrate in a small range of apps. The results of
personalization@L and coverage@L demonstrate that the Top-
L places in recommendation lists of DeepFM-D are more
diverse than that of LR.
Fig. 16: The comparison of personalization of Top-L recommendation
lists between DeepFM-D and LR.
Fig. 17: The comparison of coverage of Top-L recommendation lists
between DeepFM-D and LR.
Figure 18 presents the comparison of popularity@L of
recommendation lists generated by LR and DeepFM-D. There
are two indices in this experiment, the average and the variance
of the historical cumulative downloads of the apps contained
in the Top-L places in recommendation lists. Specifically,
the black line on the top of each bar is the variance of the
600 recommendation lists (100 users per type × 6 types).
Compared with DeepFM-D, LR generates the recommendation
lists with higher average popularity and lower variance. That
is to say, LR model trends to recommend the popular apps in
top positions and is more likely to ignore the specific interest
of different users. In contrast, due to the superior ability on
capturing feature interactions, DeepFM-D is able to capture
specific interests of different users better.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed DeepFM, an end-to-end wide &
deep learning framework for CTR prediction, to overcome the
shortcomings of the state-of-the-art models. DeepFM trains
a deep component and an FM component jointly. It gains
performance improvement from these advantages: 1) it does
not need any pre-training; 2) it learns both high- and low-
order feature interactions; 3) it introduces a sharing strategy
Fig. 18: The comparison of average degree and standard variance of
Top-L recommendation lists between DeepFM-D and LR.
of feature embedding to avoid feature engineering. We studied
two instances of DeepFM framework, namely DeepFM-D
and DeepFM-P, of which the deep component are DNN and
PNN, respectively. The offline experiments on three real-world
data sets demonstrate that 1) our proposed DeepFM-D and
DeepFM-P outperform the state-of-the-art models in terms of
AUC and Logloss on all the three datasets; 3) As one of the
best performed model, DeepFM-D has comparable efficiency
as LR model on GPU, which is acceptable in industrial
applications.
To verify the superiority of DeepFM framework in pro-
duction environment, we deployed DeepFM-D in the recom-
mendation engine of Huawei App Market. We also covered
related practice in deploying our framework, such as multi-
GPU architecture and asynchronous data reading. Compared
with a well-engineered LR model, which is one of the most
popular CTR prediction models, DeepFM-D achieves more
than 10% improvement of CTR in online A/B test.
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